
The DiPA Canvas

Digital Oxygen 
Digital Oxygen is an owner-operated management consultancy focusing on the development
and implementation of digital transformation and digital product strategies. Our experienced
team supports leaders of medical technology companies and international start-ups on their
way to a digital future. The joint success is based on a critical team and customers who see
themselves as partners – who question and challenge and are open to breaking new ground.
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Which intervention does our DiPA provide?
 Does our DiPA contribute to the care status around a specific medical 

condition; e.g. Parkinson’s or Alzheimer’s?
 Does out DiPA contribute to medical-independent care needs?
 For which degree of care (“Pflegegrad”) shall our DiPA work?
 What is the goal of the intervention delivered through the DiPA?
 Where are obstacles in the healthcare systems and how can our DiPA 

contribute to solving these?
 On which scientific concepts does our DiPA build upon?
 Which guidelines have been followed when defining the content?
 What is the intended time of use for therapeutical reasons?
 Who is going to use the DiPA?
 Is supplementary support (“ergänzende Unterstützungsleitungen”) 

by professional care givers required?

Goals
 Reduction of impairments to independence
 Stabilizing/improving recipient’s health
 Counteracting a worsening of need of care

Usage & Supplementary Support
 Care receiver independently
 Care receiver and ambulatory care giver
 Care receiver and informal care giver
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www.digital-oxygen.com/DiPA
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For more information on DiPA and The DiPA Canvas, 
please reach out to Alexander Voigt.

Alexander Voigt
Digital Health Expert Germany
avo@diox.de
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